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ABSTRACT 
We obtain some results on Young diagrams. Based on these results, we construct 
bases for Young symmetry classes of tensors. Using these bases, we obtain a complete 
reduction of the representation A H @‘“‘A [A EGL( n, C)] and irreducible matrix 
representations of the full linear group. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
The determination of bases for symmetry classes of tensors has deserved 
particular interest, since the knowledge of these bases enables us to construct 
matrix representations of the full linear group. The most important results in 
this subject were obtained by R. Merris in [19]. It is the main purpose of this 
article to construct bases for Young symmetry classes of tensors and derive 
the consequences of this construction on the representations of the full linear 
group. 
Let h=(hi,..., A,) be a partition of mEN [we also designate by h the 
(unique) complex valued irreducible character of S, corresponding to h = 
(A i, . , . , A,)]. We can associate with this partition a frame Fh, consisting of Xi 
boxes in the first row, A, boxes in the second row, etc. If [ES,,,, we define the 
Young diagram as the pair ( Fh, t), where F, is the frame associated with A, 
and the box in the ith row and ith column of F, is occupied by the integer 
((A, +x, + . . . +X,+1 +i). 
The Young diagram (F,,, 5) will be denoted by D,,,. 
*This work was done during the authors’ participation in the activities of Centro de 
Matem&tica da Universidade de Coimbra. 
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EXAMPLE. Suppose m=5, X=(2,2,1), and (=(12)(345). Then 
SILVA 
We identify each box in F,, by the integer which occupies it in DX,id. In 
the example above the integer 5 occupies box 4, which is placed in row 2 and 
column 2. It is also useful to have the notion of standard diagram, i.e., a 
diagram in which the integers appearing in each row and each column 
increase. If X is the partition of the former example and 0=(45), then 
1 2 
D ho =3 5 P 4 
is a standard diagram. 
We designate by A(;‘, 1 <i < t, the set of the integers which occupy the 
ith row of DA,,, and by A(F), 16 f G A,, the set of the integers which occupy 
the fth column of D,,,. We will denote by R( D,,E) the subgroup of the 
permutations u which satisfy 
o( A’;‘) =A’;‘, i=l t ,*..> 3 
and by C( DA, [) the subgroup of S, of the permutations r which satisfy 
r( &;‘)=A(;‘, j=l,...,hl. 
It has been proved [15, p. 4911 that 
(1) 
and 
(2) 
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Let V be an ndimensional vector space over C. We denote by 8 “‘V the 
mth tensor power of V, and we consider @“‘I’* as the dual space of @,“V. 
Then we have the formula fiC% . . . @&fk(Xl@ ... @%n)=fi(xl) ..~f,(?l,), 
where fr@ . . . @f, E @“V* and x,8 . . . @‘x, E @JmV. 
If CJ ES,,, there exists a (unique) linear operator P(a) E L( @‘“V, 8 “‘V ) 
such that 
P(u)(vpJ .43vnt),,)=v, ‘($3 . ..@v. ‘(m) 
with v r,. . . , v, in V. We define symmetrizars as the operators 6 of the form 
6= 2 c(u)P(u) 
0 f! s,,, 
with c(u) in 6. Among the various symmetrizers the following are of 
particular importance in the rest of this article: 
(1) If X is an irreducible character of S,, we denote by T( S,, X) the 
symmetrizer for which c(u)=(h(id)/m!)X(u), a~&,. 
(2) If A[o]=[aii(e)l, oES,> is an irreducible complex representation of 
S,,, of degree deg A, we denote by Ti( S,,,, A), 1 G iideg A, the symmetrizer 
for which c(u)=(degA/m!)aii(u), UES,. 
(3) If X is a partition of m and 5 ES,, we denote by r( DA,*) the 
symmetrizer 
by c( Dx,5) the symmetrizer 
(E is the alternating character), and by &( D, [) the symmetrizer 
We call the last symmetrizer the Young symmetrizes. We also define the 
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symmetrizer 
Some authors call this symmetrizer the Young symmetrizer. 
By the symmetry class of tensors associated with the symmetrizer 6 we 
mean &@,“V). W e use the notation V;;I(S,?,) for the symmetry class 
T( S, > h )( @ “’ v ). 
We shall denote by rnrn the set of the functions of { 1,. . ., m} into 
n}. If (YEr;, 
~:~;;::..,u(m)). 
we use the m-tuple notation for (Y, i.e., (Y= 
Let aET,“‘; for each i~{l,..., n} let o(a-l(i)) be the cardinality of 
a-‘(i), i=l,..., n. Of these multiplicities we designate by m, the largest, by 
m2 the next largest, etc., and by m, the smallest which is still positive. The 
partition of m, M=(ml,..., m,), will be called the r-tuple of multiplicities of 
(Y. 
We define in rr the following relation: arm p (a, /3 E r;) if there exists 
u E S,, such that au=/?. This equivalence relation determines a partition of 
r: into equivalence classes called orbits. We observe that if (Y and /I belong to 
the same orbit, then they have the same r-tuple of multiplicities. We choose a 
system of representatives of these orbits in the following way: let A be an 
orbit with r-tuple of multiplicities M = (m 1,. . . , m,). The representative of A, 
a,, is the smallest (in the lexicographic order) among the elements (Y of A 
which verify 
a(m,+ ~~~+mk~,+l)=a(nt,+ ...+mk_l+2)= . ..=a(m.+ . ..+mk). 
k=l,...,r, 
wherein m, = 0. 
EXAMPLE. m=4. n=5 and 
11={(4,5,4,5),(5,4,5,4),(5,4,4,5),(4,4,5,5),(4,5,5,4),(5,5,4,4)}. 
Then M=(2,2) and a0 =(4,4,5,5). Observe that a:=(5,5,4,4) also satisfies 
a( 1) = a(2) and a(3) = a(4). 
We will denote by @ the set of orbit representatives defined in this way. 
Let (Y Al?“; the subgroup of S,, consisting of the permutations u that satisfy 
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(YU = (Y will be called the stabilizer of (Y. We shall denote it by H,. Let (Y E Tnm 
be such that (Y= ~~71, where (~a is the element of @ in the orbit of (Y and 
7~ ES,,. Let M be the r-tuple of multiplicities of CX. We note that if (~a ~0, 
then H,,, = R( D,,,d). Th en if (Y=IY~~, then H,=~-1H,~p=~-1R(4,,,id)71, 
and by (1) 
Let ui,..., u, be vectors of V. We will denote by u,” the decomposable 
tensor of @“‘V, u,(i)@ . . . @uu,(,). Let e,, . . . , e, be a basis of V. The set 
spans e( @ “IV ). Let 
We can establish the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let el,. . . , e,, he a basis of V. Then O( @“‘V) is the direct 
sum of the spaces (orbital subs-paces) 
when (Y ranges over %;. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3 in [28]. 
The following result was proved by Freese in [4]. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be an irreducible (complex valued) character of S,,, 
and 
s,=dim(T(S,,, x)e,T]aES,). 
Then s, is h(id) times the number of occurrences of the principal character in 
the restriction of X to H,, i.e., 
s,=X(id)(h,lH,,)H,,. 
By the same procedures which were used by Freese in [4], we can prove: 
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THEOREM 3. Let u~A[u]=[a~~(a)] h e a complex irreducible representa- 
tion of S, affording the character A, and 
sL=dim(T,(S,,, A)ez]oES,). 
Then sb is the number of occurrences of the principal character in the 
restriction of A to H,, i.e., 
(3) 
A relationship between the Theorem 3 and Young symmetrizers can be 
established by the following result [20]: 
THEOREM 4. Let X be a partition of m. There exists a complex irreducible 
representation A of S,, which affords h such that 
T,(S,,, A)@“V=G(D,,,)@?’ 
for some i, 1 < i < h(id). 
The following result is an easy consequence of the preceding theorem. 
COROLLARY * Let X be a partition of m. There exists a complex irreducible 
representation A of S,, which affords X such that 
T,(S,,, A)~‘“‘V=v(t;(D,,I))~“‘V 
for some i, 1~ i < X(id). 
A last remark: If h is an irreducible character of S,, and M is the r-tuple of 
multiplicities of a, then using the arguments mentioned in [ 181 it is easy to see 
that 
2. SOME SPECIAL DIAGRAMS 
(4) 
DEFINITION 1. Letmandrbeintegerssuchthatr<m,andx,,...,x,be 
r symbols. Let 6 be a function from { 1,. . , , m} onto {xi,. . . , x,} (not neces- 
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sarily one to one). If h=(h,,..., h,) is a partition of m, we define an 
(x, r)diagram as the pair (F,, S), where F, is the frame associated with X, 
and the box in the ith row and jth column of F is occupied by the symbol 
S(h, +A, + . . . $-Xi_, +i). 
We can easily see that, when r=m and 6 is one to one, the concepts of 
Young diagram and (x, r)-diagram are equivalent. We denote the (x, r)- 
diagrams by capital Latin letters, usually the letter Q. We don’t make 
reference to the parameters h and m if no doubtfulness arises. 
EXAMPLE. If m=5, r=3, A=(2,2,1), and 8(1)=x,, 8(2)=x,, 6(3)=x,, 
&4)=x,, 6(5)=x,, then we have the (x, r)-diagram 
Xl x3 EF x2 7-3 Xl 
DEFINITION 2. Let Q be an (x,r)diagram. Let qi,i>***>C/i,m, (9i.i 
< .“<9i m ) be the boxes occupied by the symbol xi in Q, 1 GiGr, and 
m, = 0. We define the function associated with Q as the function 4 ES,,, such 
that 
#(m. + . . . +mi_l +j)=qi,i’ l<jGmi, lGi<r. (5) 
EXAMPLE. In the former example we have m1=2, m2 = 1, m3 =2, 
91,1 =I, 91.2 =5, 92.1 =3, 93,1 =2, 93,s =4, and $=(2>5,4)E% 
We can introduce an order in the set of (x, r)-diagrams (associated with 
partitions of m), using the concept of function associated with an (x, r)- 
diagram. Let 4 and 4’ be the associated functions of the (x, r)diagrams Q 
and Q’ respectively. We say that Q>Q’ if $>$I’ in the lexicographic order 
[ 4 and 4’ are identified with the m-tuples (G(l), . . . , G(m)) and 
(V(l), . .*, a)‘(m)) respectively]. 
DEFINITION 3. Let < be in S,,,, and let Q be an (x, r )-diagram associated 
with a partition of m. Let 9i,i ,..., 9i,m, (9i,i<...<9i,m,) be the boxes 
occupied by the symbol xi in Q, 1 <i <r. Let m, ~0. We say that the 
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function 71 E S,, , such that 
corresponds to Q by means of [. Observe that if 4 is the function associated 
with Q, then m=&. 
EXAMPLE. If we do as we have done above, then m = 5, T= 2, h = (2,2, l), 
6(1)=x,, 6(2)=x,, 6(3)=x,, 6(4)=x,, 6(5)=x,, and if (=(1,2)(3,4,5), the 
function (1,2,3,4) E S, corresponds to the (x, r )-frame 
Xl x3 
IF x2 x3 Xl 
by means of 5. 
Let h be the complex valued irreducible character of S, associated with 
the partition of m, (A, ,..., A,). Let M=(m, ,..., m,) be another partition of 
m, and 
s,=s,,,x . ..xs 
*I’ 
The number of occurrences of the principal character in the restriction of 
h to S.W (USJS,, ] we denote it briefly by (A, l,),,,r], can be obtained by 
means of the following theorem [13, Chapter 5; 181: 
THEOREM 5. We consider certain (x, r)-diagrams associated with the 
partition h=(h,,..., A,): Regin with a row of m, boxes occupied by the 
symbol x1. Consecutively add m2 boxes occupied by x2, m3 boxes occupied by 
x3, und so on, finally adding m, boxes occupied by xr, subject to the 
following conditions: 
(i) in each column the symbol xi (i = 1,. . . , r) appears at most once, 
(ii) the diagrams obtained afier each addition are (x, r)-diagrams (inher- 
ent in the notion of an (x, r)-diagram is that the lengths of the rows are 
nonincreasing). 
Then the number of these (x, r )diagrams is equal to (A, l,%{),. 
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CONSEQUENCES. 
(1) If Q is an (x, r)diagram obtained by the procedure of Theorem 5 and 
if box a is occupied by the symbol xi, then the boxes of the same row as a but 
from a column to the left of a are occupied by symbols xi with j<i; and the 
boxes of the same column of a but of rows previous to the row of a are 
occupied by symbols xi with ici. 
(2) If Qi and Qt are two (x, r)diagrams obtained by the procedure of 
Theorem 5 and +i and z,Lz are the associated functions of Qi and Q2 
respectively, then box #i(i) in Qi is occupied by the same symbol as box &( j) 
in Q2 (j=l,..,,m). 
DEFINITION 4. Let M=(m,,...,m,) and X=(Xi,...,X,) be two parti- 
tions of m. We shall say that h majorizes M and write h > M if t< r and 
X,-t . ..+hj>m.+ ...+mi for all jE{l,...,r}, assumingX,+i= . ..=A. 
1 0. 
R. Merris has proved in [18] the following theorem related to this notion: 
THEOREMS. LetM=(m,,..., m,)beapartitionofm,andX=(X,,...,X,) 
an irreducible character of S,,,. Then the number of occurrences of the 
principal character in the restriction of X to S, is different from zero (i.e. 
(A, l,), #O) if and only if h>M. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT: A BASIS FOR THE ORBITAL SUBSPACES OF 
YOUNG SYMMETRY CLASSES OF TENSORS 
THEOREM 7. Let a err, and let LY,, be the element of @ in the orbit of a, 
M the r-tuple of multiplicities of a, and X=(X,, . . . , A,) a partition of m. 
Suppose that A> M. Let Q1,. . . , Q(,,, 1 ,,),, be the (x, r)diagrams which are 
obtained by the procedures of Theorem 5, and vrk, k= 1,. . , ,(A, l,),, the 
function which corresponds to Qk by means of 5 6 S,. 
Let e,,..., e,, be a basis of V. Then the set 
is a basis of decomposable symmetrized tensors of the orbital subspace 
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and the set 
is a basis of decomposable symmetrized tensors of the orbital subspace 
4. PROVIDING FOR THE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Throughout this section, when we refer to two (x, r)-diagrams obtained 
from partitions of m, A, and M (h+M) by the procedure of Theorem 5, we 
suppose (X, l,), > 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let X=(X1,..., A,) und M=(m,,..., m,) be partitions of m 
such that h>M. Let p be an integer, l<p<r. Let Q be an (x,r)diagram 
obtained by the procedure of Theorem 5. Let [ES,, and suppose that T 
corresponds to Q by means of 5. Let Ai, 1 <i <r, be the set of integers that 
occupy the i th row of D,,,. Then, if aER(DA,E) and 7EC(Dx,[) satisfy 
then 
m(A,)=A,, l=GjQpfr, 
P 
-r( lJ Ai=id. 
j=l 
(7) 
(8) 
Proof. Let A,={y{,..., 
we observe that yi,.. ., yk, 
y;,}, l<j<r. We use induction on p. If p=l, 
occupy boxes of the first row of D,,[. Then if 
r(Ai#id, there exists k, lGk<m,, such that r(yi)# yl. We conclude that 
ar(yi) occupies a box not on the first row of D,,,, and then o~(Ai)#Ar, a 
contradiction. Conclusion: T(A~ =id. Suppose that 71 U yL;Ai =id, 2<p<r. If 
r( UyzlAi #id, then 7(Ap #id. 
Let .& CA, be the subset of the integers ykp of A, which satisfy 
r(YkP)#YR. 
Let y& be the element of x,, which occupies the largest box in DA,<. Let 
A, be the subset of A,, of the integers that occupy in Dx,[ boxes in rows 
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below those occupied by y&. Note that y[, @A,. We shall show that 
and thus A, # 0. We know by hypothesis that ur(y[,) EA,. If o$yJl)@d,, 
then the box occupied by r(y[,) in D,, I lies in a higher row than the one 
occupied by ~4,. Bearing in mind consequence 1 of Theorem 5, 
p--l 
T(Y&) E u Ai. 
j=l 
Then by the induction hypothesis G-( I-( y[,)) = Q-( yK,, ), a contradiction, since 7 is 
one to one. Thus o$ykp,)~A,. Since A, CA, -x,,, wr(dp)=Ap, and this 
contradicts (9). Therefore 
71 b A/=id. 
i=l 
COROLLARY. LetX=(X,,...,A,)andM=(m,,...,m,)bepartition.sofm 
such that A > M, and [ E S,,, . Suppose that v is the function which corresponds 
to Q ((x, r )-diagram obtained by the procedure of Theorem 5) by means of E. 
Then 
(0 R(DA,E)C(DA,~)~R(D~,,)CR(DA,~), 
(ii) C(DA,~)R(DA.~)~R(D~,,)CR(DA,,). 
Proof The inclusion (i) is an easy consequence of Lemma 1, when p = r. 
To prove (ii) observe that if 
then 
Therefore by (i), u -% -r ER(D*,*). Then TUER(D~,*). n 
THEOREMS. Let~=(~l,...,h,)andM=(m,,...,m,)bepartitionsofm 
such that A> M. We consider two (x, r)-diagrams Qk and Q, obtained by the 
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procedures of Theorem 5 such that Qk > Q,. Let 5 ES,, and ITS and TT~ he the 
functions which correspond to Qk and Q,,, respectively, by means of <. Let 
A i, 1 G i G r, be the set of integers which occupy the boxes in the i th row of 
D M, q, and Bi, 1~ i <r, the set of the integers which occupy the boxes in the 
ithrowofD,,. 
Then for ai; UER(D~,~) and TEC(D~,() there exists an iE{l,...,r} 
such that 
Proof. Note that: 
u7(Ai)#Bi. 00) 
(1) if I/J~ and \1;, are the functions associated with Qk and QP respectively, 
then I/J~ =<-kk and 4 =t-$,,; 
(2) rk( b) occupies in D,,, the box &(b), l<b<m, and %(b) occupies 
in D,,, the box q,(b), l<b<m. 
Let c be the greatest integer which satisfies 
Note that (11) is equivalent to 
Let xi be the symbol which occupies the box +Jc) [I&(C)] in Qk [Q,]. It is 
clear that i > 2. By definition of rk and rP 
A,=Bi for j<i. (13) 
Let u and r be arbitrary permutations of R( D,, [) and C( D,, [) (respectively). 
One of the following situations holds: 
(i) there exists a i such that i<i and UT( Ai) #Ai, 
(ii) m(Ai)=Ai, l<j<i. 
If (i) holds, then the theorem follows by (13). If (ii) holds, we prove that 
m(Ai)#Bi. (14) 
Let c, =c-(ml + . . . +m,_l>, 
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and 
hi =q/p(ml + . . . +m_, +i), 1 Gj<VIi. 
Firstly note that in F,, the box $,(c) = h,,, occupies a row previous to the 
row containing the box occupied by qk( c)=a co. Bearing in mind Qk > Q,, we 
can conclude that 
If the boxes a,(, and bC,, are in the same row of FA (Young frame associated 
with h) and xi, is the symbol that occupies in Qk the box bC,,, then, by 
consequence 1 to Theorem 5, we conclude that i’~i. Since the symbols xi, 
i<i, occupy the same boxes in Qk and Q, [consequence 2 to Theorem 5 and 
(12)], we conclude that j’= i. On the other hand it follows from (15) that 
thus $kl(b,,,)<c. Then by (12) 
which is a contradiction if we recall that +$, is one to one. Then the boxes aC.o 
and bC, are in different rows of F,, and then the box bC,, is in a higher row 
than the box a,(,. If (14) is not satisfied, i.e. ar(Ai)=Bi, there exist i, ace and 
i0 “co such that 
It follows from the preceding remarks that the box bjo is in a row previous 
to the row of the box ai,,. Then keeping in mind (16), the box occupied by 
r([( a i,,)) in D,, 5 is in a row previous to the row of the box occupied by ((a i,,) 
in D, 5 , . Then by consequence 1 of Theorem 5 we conclude that 
i-l 
T(t(ai,,>>E U Aj. 
i=l 
Consequently, by Lemma 1, r( r( <( a i,,))) = T( .$‘( a,,,)), which is a contradic- 
tion, since r is one to one. Therefore 
ar(Ai)#Bi. H 
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COROLLARY. Let h, M, Ai, Bi (l<i<r) satisfy the conditions of Theo- 
rem 8. Then for any u ER( D, [) and any r EC( D, 6) there exists an 
iE{l,..., r} such that 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 8. n 
LEMMA 2. Let a, /I (ET:) be in the same orbit. Let a0 E@‘, and riT1 and 
r2 be such that (Y=(Y~T~-~ and P=ao$‘. Let M=(m,,..., m,) be the r-tuple 
of multiplicities of a, Ai the set of integers which lie on the i th row of DMM,n,, 
i=l,..., r, and Bi the set of integers which lie on the i th row of DM,n2, 
j=l,..., r. Then if fi,..., f, is the dual basis of the basis el,. . . , e,, of V, we 
have 
if and only if 
Ai =Bi, i=l,...,r. 
Proof. Let m,=O, and suppose that ki=mo+ . ..+rn., i=O,...,r-1. 
We know that &@(e,? )= k,,,,, G,?, a,,. Therefore fa@(ep) will be different from 
zero if and only if 
This means that rn,%r2 ER( D,.id). Then 
711({ki-l+l,.Q., ki-1+mi})=7r2({ki_l+1,...,ki_1+mi}), i=l ,..., r, 
and therefore 
Ai =Bi, i=l,...,r. H 
LEMMA 3. Let a0 E@. Let M be the r-tuple of multiplicities of aO, and 
A=(X,,..., X,) a partition of m such that A>M. We consider two (x,r> 
diagrams Qk and Qr,, which are obtained by the procedure of Theorem 5, such 
that Qk >Q,. Let [ES,,,, and let rk and 4 be the functions which correspond 
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to Qk and Qp (respectively) by means of [. Let e,, . . . , e,, be a basis of V and 
f l,. , . , f, the dual basis. Then 
(1) x&, 4G(D,,,)e,Z, I)=@ 
(2) &:q 4y(&Dx,~))e,Z, I)=(). 
Proof. 
Let Bi be the set of the integers which occupy the boxes of the ith row of 
D M n, i=l,..., r, and let Ai be the set of the integers which occupy the ith 
row 6f D,, “r, i= 1,. . . , r. Then by Lemma 2 
if and only if 
Bi =a7(A,), i=l,...,r. 
Therefore, using Theorem 8, for any u and r 
It follows from the first equality that 
and (1) is proved. We can prove (2) similarly using Lemma 2 and the 
Corollary to Theorem 8. n 
LEMMA 4. Let a0 E a. Let M be the r-tuple of multiplicities of a,, , and 
h=(hl,..., A,) a partition of m such that h > M. We consider an (xx, r)- 
diagram Q obtained by the procedure of Theorem 5. Let [ES,,,, and let 7~ be 
the function which corresponds to Q by means of 5. Let el, . . . , e,, be a basis of 
V, and fi,. . . , f, the dual basis. Then 
X$1( ~(Dh,OeZ$+)%$ ~I( 4&(Dh,J)e& 1) 
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where o(R(D,,~)nR(D,,,,)) d eno es t the order of the group R( DA, [) n 
WD,,,). 
Proof. We know that 
Since 
if and only if 7 -‘u -’ E H,,,, 1 = R( D,, ,), then by Corollary to Lemma 1 
A similar proof can be used to prove 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Suppose that 91~ . . . <Q(x,I,,,),,,. If 
then, making use of Lemmas 3 and 4, 
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Therefore c, =O. If we use induction, similar arguments enable us to 
conclude that 
Cl =c2 = . . . =ccx,l,,j,, =o. 
It follows from the above equalities that 
is a set of linearly independent tensors. Bearing in mind Theorems 3 and 4 
and evoking a dimension argument, we conclude that E, is a basis of 
decomposable symmetrized tensors of the orbital subspace V,. It is easy to 
prove, making use of Lemmas 3 and 4 once more, and arguing with a 
descending induction, that I?, is a basis of V,. 
6. IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE FULL LINEAR 
CROUP 
In this section we shall construct firstly a basis for the symmetry classes of 
tensors I( D,,I)@“‘V and v( G( Dx,[)) @“IV. To achieve this we shall char- 
acterize the elements of Pr which belong to 5 [s is defined by means of 
QD,,[) or dQDx,5))1. 
THEOREM 9. Let e, ,.,., e,, be a basis of V, aErr, and M=(m, ,..., m,) 
the r-tuple of multiplicities of a. The orbital subspaces 
and 
are zero if and only if XYM. 
Proof. It is an easy consequence of Theorem 3, (4) Theorem 4, the 
Corollary to Theorem 4, and Theorem 6. n 
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By this theorem we conclude that the set & defined by means of &(D,,,) 
[or v(I(D~,~))] is th e set of the elements of @ for which the r-tuple of 
multiplicities is majorized by A. 
If o E 5, we denote by MU the r-tuple of multiplicities of w, and we define 
the permutations vi”), k= 1,. . . , (A, lMw )M,, as in Theorem 7. We shall denote 
by wk [uE~, k=l ,..., (h,lM,)M ] the element oaiW)-’ of mm. w 
THEOREM 10. Let e,, . . . , e,, be a basis of V. The set 
is a basis of &( DA> E) @ m V, and the set 
is a basis of v(6(DX,Z))@mV. 
Proof. Consequence of Theorems 1 and 7. n 
We observe that it is known [18; 15, p. 522; 1, p. 1631 that if dimV=n 
and h=(hi,..., A,) is a partition of m, then v(&(Dh,~))@*V=O if and only 
if X 1 >n. We shall denote by 9 the set of the partitions of m such that A, <n, 
by D, (A, 1 <s<h(id), the standard diagrams with frame F,, and by @‘“T 
the operator of L( @“IV, @“IV) such that 
THEOREM 11. Let e,,..., e,, be a basis of V. The set 
X(A) 
E= U U (v(&(D^,~:.)e~(wE~,k=l,...,(X,l~~)M,) 
h E9 s = 1 
is a basis of @“V. In the basis E, TH @“T affords a matrix representation 
of the full linear group which is fully reduced. 
Proof. We know [4] that 
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where 8. denotes direct sum. On the other hand, it is easy to conclude [l, 
Chapter IV, Theorem 4.6; Chapter V, Theorem 4.11 that 
Mid) 
Vjy(S*)= x v(&(D,,5~))@n’V. 
s=l 
A dimensional argument allows us to conclude that the former sum is direct, 
i.e. 
X(d) 
VT(S,,)= -pv(qD,,E#8n1V’ 
P=l 
and then 
h(d) 
It is known [14, pp. 407, 4081, that the symmetry classes of tensors 
l+S(Dh,E))@‘mV [v(G(D,,,))#O] are irreducible invariant subspaces of 
TH@ “‘I’. Then the theorem follows from Theorem 10. n 
Finally we denote by K,,, the representation of the full linear group 
TH~“‘TIY(~(Dh,l))~PIV [~@(~^.,)i#O]~ 
We know that the representations Kh,S are the irreducible homogeneous 
representations of the full linear group [l, p. 1511. 
Let B = [ hii] be an m-square matrix over Q=. We define 
If X=[xii] is a pXq matrix over Q=, cr. EIT, and PE I,“, we shall denote 
by X[a]P] the mXm matrix whose (i, i) entry is x,(~),~(~). 
We study now the problem of determining the matrix representations of 
K,, 5 in the basis described in Theorem 10. Firstly observe that if ei, . . . , e, is a 
basis of V, fi, . . . , f, the dual basis, and 
oi = i biiei, i=l ,...,m, 
j=l 
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then 
~@(v(G(Dx,~))ul@ . ..@u.,)=d(B[elal), (17) 
where e=(l,..., rn)~I: and B=[b,,]. 
Suppose that A = [aij] isthe matrix representation of TEL(V,V) in the 
basis e,,...,e,,. Let (~,flE@, ~E{I,...,(~IM~)M,], rE{I,...,(h,IMB)~,,}. 
Suppose that the matrix representation of K,, &T) in the basis defined in 
Theorem 10 is 
If we compute the image under fp, @ of both sides of the former equality, we 
obtain (bearing in mind Lemma 3 and (17)) 
where I denotes the n X n identity over C. Therefore 
If R = [ /I+~] is an m-square matrix over @, we define 
We denote by Ki,E the representation of the full linear group 
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If A = [aij] is the matrix representation of Z’EL( V, V) in the basis 
e,,...,e,, and if 
WA)= [qL?q] 
is the matrix representation of Ki,S(T) in the basis defined in Theorem 10, 
then using arguments similar to those used above, we can conclude that 
i 
r-l 
x d’(AT[w4- x c~,,ct, ’ p r d (z[ IRI) j > 
p=l 
where Z denotes the n x n identity over C. 
Z wish to thank Professor Russell Merris and the referee for their helpful 
remarks. 
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